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cProblem 1.  (20 pts.)  An copper wire loop antenna (ó  = 5.8 × 10  S/m, wire radius = 1.5 mm, loop 7

diameter = 18 cm) is operated at 100 MHz.  Determine 
(a.) the loss resistance. 
(b.) the radiation resistance. 
(c.) the antenna radiation efficiency. 
(d.) the power density at a distance of 25 m in the direction of maximum radiation if the

antenna is driven with a current magnitude 10 mA.

Problem 2.  (30 pts)  An antenna in air radiates the following far field magnetic field.

Determine
(a.) the far field power density.
(b.) the radiation intensity function.
(c.) the total radiated power.
(d.) the antenna radiation resistance.
(e.) the antenna directivity in dB.
(f.) the beam solid angle of the antenna.

Problem 3.  (15 pts.)  A 1.2 GHz transmit/receive system utilizes half-wave dipoles oriented for maximum

t rgain (G  = G  = 2.1 dB).  The transmitter output power is 50 W and the required receiver SNR is 24
dB (B = 6 MHz, T = 750 K).  A cable loss of 1.4 dB is present on both the transmit and receive sides
of the system.  Determine

max(a.) the maximum separation distance (R ) between the transmit/receive antennas.

max(b.) the link gain when R = R .

max(c.) the total received power when R = R .

Problem 4.  (15 pts)  The element spacing for a nine-element linear array of short dipoles is d = ë/5.
Determine

(a.) the array factor for a broadside array.
(b.) the far field electric field for a broadside array.
(c.) the elevation angle at which the array factor is maximum when a current phase shift of

á = !10  is applied from element to element.o

Problem 5.  (20 pts.)  A 250 kW monostatic radar operating at 18 GHz uses identical transmit and receive
antennas with a gain of 32 dB.  The radar tracks a target with a radar cross section of 4.5 m  at a range2

of 6 km.  Determine
(a.) the magnitude of the electric field intensity at the target.
(b.) the total power captured by the target.
(c.) the power density of the scattered field at the radar.
(d.) the total power received by the radar.




